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O

n September 12, 2013, President
Benigno Aquino III signed
Republic
Act
No.
10625,
otherwise known as the Philippine
Statistical Act of 2013, mandating the
establishment of the Philippine Statistics
Authority (PSA) and the reorganization of
the Philippine Statistical System (PSS),
paving the way for the merging of four
major statistical agencies (Bureau of
Agricultural Statistics, Bureau of Labor
and Employment Statistics, National
Statistical Coordination Board, and
National Statistics Office) engaged in
primary data collection and compilation
of secondary data.
The PSA started to carry out the
reorganization of the PSS in such a
manner that the personnel of the
agencies absorbed by the PSA continued
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to perform their respective duties and
responsibilities in a holdover capacity so as
not to unduly delay the production of
statistics from ongoing censuses, surveys, and
processing of administrative records.
In 2016, the appointments of the placed PSA
personnel were affirmed by the Civil Service
Commission (CSC). This was followed by a
mass oath taking of PSA-RSSO I employees
during their Mid-Year Assessment undertaken
in August 2016. Said oath taking was
officiated by Regional Director Socrates L.
Ramores.

On November 12, 2017 PSA received its ISO
9001:2015 certification from the TUV Rheiland
Cert GmbH after completing the required
stages of certification audit.

The PSA logo signifies its commitment
to provide timely and quality statistics
necessary for decision making in all
aspects of Filipino life. It reflects PSA’s
vision of solid, responsive, and worldclass authority on quality statistics and
civil registration; and its mission to
deliver relevant, reliable statistics and
civil registration services for equitable
development towards improved quality
of life for all.

Two main elements:


Symbolizes the three main pillars of
the PSA as an organization: solid,
responsive, and world-class. These
arrows are colored red, yellow, and
blue representing the colors of the
Philippine flag and signifying the role
of the PSA as the national statistical
agency. The arrows are joined together
on their sides to represent the PSA
being solid, and are pointing upwards
to symbolize the PSA’s dynamism in
accomplishing its critical role of
achieving the collective dream of
sustained economic and social
progress, reflecting the responsiveness
of the PSA.

Solid, responsive, world-class authority
on quality statistics and civil registration

Deliver relevant, reliable statistics and
civil registration services for equitable
development towards improved
quality of life for all

Three curved arrows



Sphere and grid (globe)
Represents the PSA’s adherence to the
United Nations Fundamental Principles
of
Official
Statistics
and
c omm itm ent
to
interna tional
conventions and standards. It also
represents the PSA’s participation in
the global statistical community,
mirroring its vision of being worldclass.
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Professional
ethical, expert,
competent,
dependable,
committed to
excellence
Innovative

Responsive
customer focused,
active listener,
proactive,
communicator

modern,
technologically
adept, systems
view, thinking out
of the box,
radical

Motivated
values people,
promotes welfare,
promotes
professional
development,
sound HR policy

Strategic thinker
long-term view,
working smart,
game changer,
futurity of present
decisions

INTEGRITY
We observe the highest standards of professional behaviour by exemplifying
impartiality and independence in everything we do. We stand firm with undue
influence - ensuring integrity cuts across not only in the statistics we deliver, but
more importantly, in our people.

TRANSPARENCY
We ensure transparency in all interactions and transactions to build and nurture
trust inside and outside the PSA. We strive for clear communication, shared
knowledge, and informed, all-inclusive decisions for cultivating mutual respect at
all levels of the organization.

ADAPTABILITY
We respond to change with a positive attitude and willingness to learn new ways to
deliver our mandate. We stay on top of technological advancements and never give
up in the face of challenges, instead finding them as opportunities to discover and
gain insights to further our services to the public.

The PSA shall primarily be responsible for the implementation of the objectives and provisions
of R.A. 10625.
 It shall plan, develop, prescribe, disseminate and enforce policies, rules and regulations and
coordinate government-wide programs governing the production of official statistics, generalpurpose statistics, and civil registration services.
 It shall primarily be responsible for all national censuses and surveys, sectoral statistics,
consolidation of selected administrative recording systems and compilation of national
accounts.


1. Serve as the central statistical authority of the Philippine government on primary data
collection;
2. Prepare and conduct periodic censuses on population, housing, agriculture, fisheries, business,
industry, and other sectors of the economy;
3. Collect, compile, analyze, abstract and publish statistical information relating to the country’s
economic, social, demographic and general activities and condition of the people;
4. Prepare and conduct statistical sample surveys on all aspects of socioeconomic life including
agriculture, industry, trade, finance, prices and marketing information, income and expenditure,
education, health, culture, and social situations for the use of the government and the public;
5. Carry out, enforce and administer civil registration functions in the country as provided for in
Act 3753, the Law on Registry of Civil Status;
6. Collaborate with departments of the national government including GOCCs and their
subsidiaries in the collection, compilation, maintenance and publication of statistical
information, including special statistical data derived from the activities of those departments,
corporations and their subsidiaries;
7. Promote and develop integrated social and economic statistics and coordinate plans for the
integration of those statistics, including the national accounts;
8. Develop and maintain appropriate frameworks and standards for the collection, processing,
analysis and dissemination of data;
9. Coordinate with government departments and local government units (LGUs) on the
promotion and adoption of statistical standards involving techniques, methodologies,
concepts, definitions and classifications, and on the avoidance of duplication in the collection
of statistical information;
10. Conduct continuing methodological, analytical and development activities, in coordination with
the PSRTI , to improve the conduct of censuses, surveys and other data collection activities;
11. Recommend executive and legislative measures to enhance the development of the statistical
activities and programs of the government;
12. Prepare, in consultation with the PSA Board, a Philippine Statistical Development Program
(PSDP);
13. Implement policies on statistical matters and coordination, as directed by the PSA Board; and
14. Perform other functions as may be assigned by the PSA Board and as may be necessary to carry
out the purposes of RA 10625.
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We, the Philippine Statistics Authority, commit to deliver relevant and reliable
statistics and efficient civil registration services to our clients and stakeholders.

We adhere to the UN Fundamental Principles of Official Statistics in the production
of quality general-purpose statistics and commit to deliver civil registration services
in accordance with the laws, rules and regulations, and other statutory
requirements.
We endeavor to live by the established core values and corporate personality of the
PSA and adapt the appropriate technology in the development of our products and
delivery of services.
We commit to continually improve the effectiveness of our Quality Management
System to ensure equitable development towards improved quality of life for all.
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Principle 1: Relevance, Impartiality and Equal Access
Official statistics provide an indispensable element in the information system of a
democratic society, serving the government, the economy and the public with data
about the economic, demographic, social and environmental situation. To this end,
official statistics that meet the test of practical utility are to be compiled and made
available on an impartial basis by official statistical agencies to honor citizens'
entitlement to public information.
Principle 2: Professionalism
To retain trust in official statistics, the statistical agencies need to decide according
to strictly professional considerations, including scientific principles and
professional ethics, on the methods and procedures for the collection, processing,
storage and presentation of statistical data.
Principle 3: Accountability
To facilitate a correct interpretation of the data, the statistical agencies are to
present information according to scientific standards on the sources, methods and
procedures of the statistics.
Principle 4: Prevention of Mis-use
The statistical agencies are entitled to comment on erroneous interpretation and
misuse of statistics.
Principle 5: Cost-effectiveness
Data for statistical purposes may be drawn from all types of sources, be they
statistical surveys or administrative records. Statistical agencies are to choose the
source with regard to quality, timeliness, costs and the burden on respondents.

Principle 6: Confidentiality
Individual data collected by statistical agencies for statistical compilation, whether
they refer to natural or legal persons, are to be strictly confidential and used
exclusively for statistical purposes.
Principle 7: Legislation
The laws, regulations and measures under which the statistical systems operate are
to be made public.
Principle 8: National Coordination
Coordination among statistical agencies within countries is essential to achieve
consistency and efficiency in the statistical system.
Principle 9: International Coordination
The use by statistical agencies in each country of international concepts,
classifications and methods promotes the consistency and efficiency of statistical
systems at all official levels.
Principle 10: International Statistical Cooperation
Bilateral and multilateral co-operation in statistics contributes to the improvement
of systems of official statistics in all countries.
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Office of the
Regional Director

Statistical Operations
and Coordination Division

Household and
Industry-based
Statistics Section

Statistical
Coordination and
Indicators Framework
Section

Agriculture
Statistics
Section

Civil Registration and
Administrative Support Division

Civil Registration and
Vital Statistics Section

Provincial Statistical Offices

CRS Outlets
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Finance and
Administrative Section

Regional Statistical Services Office I

Statistical Operations

Civil Registration and

and Coordination Division

Administrative Support Division
Provincial Statistical Offices



Responsible for the statistical, technical
and ICT operations as well as
coordination of the different activities of
the RSSO/PSO;




Responsible
for
all
statistical
coordination
and
development
activities in the region; and
Plans, implements and coordinates
statistical
activities
for
the
development of the subnational
statistical system.



Formulates, implements and monitors
statistical policies and programs at the
subnational level.



Adopts and implements statistical
coordination mechanisms, statistical
standards and classification systems at
the subnational level;







Provides technical assistance or
statistical services to local statistical
coordination committees, interagency
committees, local line agencies, and the
academe;
Prepares, produces and disseminates
local statistical publications like the
Regional Social and Economic Trends,
Countryside in Figures, Statistical
Handbook on Women and Men as well
as local statistics on poverty, economic
accounts and other local-level statistics;
Reviews and
assesses statistical
methodologies used in the generation
and dissemination of local level
statistics;



Responsible
for
the
civil
registration and vital statistics
data

and

coordinating


















Manages and maintains the PSA
Statistical Information Center, including
the website, at Regional Level;



Compiles, maintains and updates
database on statistical data in the sub
national level; and





Recommends measures to develop/
strengthen the capability of local
government units (LGUs), local line
agencies in the production, analysis,
utilization and dissemination of local
data for local development planning
and project/program monitoring.










Undertakes census and survey operations in the
province and processes census and survey
questionnaires (including data validation and review);
Undertakes preparatory activities for census and
survey operation- training, recruitment, coordination,
forms and materials, strategies, info campaign (trimedia), budget preparation workload preparation;
Collects, processes and generates/submits statistics
and other administrative-based and data files for the
province;
Formulates local strategies for the efficient conduct of
activities in the province;
Prepares and disseminates press/special releases on
selected statistics, civil registration and other office
activities;
Represents the PSA in inter-agency meetings,
conferences, fora, and other similar functions in the
province;
Reviews and compiles barangay maps during census/
survey operations;
Coordinates with and provides technical assistance to
LCROs/LGUs on statistical and civil registration
matters and other activities in the province;
Manages the operation of the frontline service
counter/outlet for civil registry services in the
provincial office;
Evaluates and recommends applications for CRASM
of Solemnizing Officers in the province;
Conducts information campaign on civil registration,
organizes/assists in the conduct of relevant trainings/
seminars, and provides technical support and
supervision to LCROs in the province;
Manages and maintains the Information Technology
in the Province;
Prepares and implements work and financial plans
(WFP) of the province;
Prepares and submits periodic financial reports,
regular/special reports on statistical, civil registration
and administrative activities of the provincial office;
Processes and pays financial claims filed in the
provincial office;
Manages and maintains the PSA Statistical
Information Center and website at the provincial level;
Plans and implements for efficient conduct of
statistical activities in the province (NSM, NCS, PSQ);
Implements Census Compliance Project; and
Assists in the implementation of statistical
coordination mechanisms, statistical standards and
classification systems at the sub-national level.

services

and

activities in

the region;



Responsible in the operation of
CRS
outlets in the region,
including customer services and
other civil registration concerns;
and



Responsible for the general
administration, financial services,
human

resource management,

human resource

development

and procurement activities of
the RSSO/PSO.
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I am pleased to present the 2018 Annual Report of Philippine Statistics Authority Ilocos Region.
The year 2018 will be remembered as a challenging and exciting one for PSA Ilocos Region. As we embark on our fifth year, we
try to pursue work-life balance as the agency has adopted the theme: “Healthy PSA, Happy PSA” with its famous tagline “Move.
Connect. Embrace. Breathe”. The efforts of our management to achieve a work-life balance is particularly motivating and
gratifying to employees which make them happy.

This report presents the humble accomplishments of our office as we continue to deliver our commitment to provide
relevant and reliable statistics and efficient civil registration services towards the attainment of an
improved quality of life for all.
I would like to highlight some notable achievements and developments that defined the success
of PSA Ilocos Region despite the limited resources of our agency.
The approval of the Regional Statistical Development Program (RSDP) 2018-2023, which is
an integral part of the Philippine Statistical Development Program (PSDP) 2017-2022, by the
Regional Development Council (RDC) will serve as a mechanism for setting the directions,
thrusts and priorities of the Regional Statistical System. This will increase awareness,
understanding, appreciation, and trust of the general public on statistics and ensures
gathering of better data for better planning.
The Family Income and Expenditure Survey Pilot Survey which is considered to be one
of the most difficult surveys was successfully conducted in the four provinces of the
region. The official poverty statistics is directly estimated from this survey.
As an ISO 9001:2015 certified organization, our focus is on continual
improvement. Internal audits are used to assess the effectiveness of our
Quality Management System and for the second time we passed the very
strict requirements of internal audit. Despite the limited resources, we were
able to enhance the processes of the two divisions, thus, ensuring the
delivery of excellent public service.
PSA Ilocos Region also received citation as “Outstanding Partner for
Report on the Regional Economic Developments in the Philippines”
from the Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas (BSP). Moreover, we were also
rated Excellent by the Provincial Disaster Risk Reduction Management
Council (PDRRMC) for implementing four National Simultaneous
Earthquake Drills (NSED) during the year.
Health and wellness activities such as healthy diets, Zumba sessions
and team building were also conducted by PSA Ilocos Region
ensuring that everyone practices and imbibes healthy lifestyle in the
organization.
With the passage of the newly enhanced law, the Republic Act No. 11032,
known as the “Ease of Doing Business and Efficient Government Service Delivery
Act of 2018”, systems and procedures will be more improved particularly in our
frontline services. This law opened the way for our organization to innovate.
I wish to especially thank the staff of PSA Ilocos Region for all your efforts, hard work,
dedication, and worthy contributions over the past years. I hope that we continue to live
by the established core values of our organization, namely: integrity, transparency and
adaptability.
May God continue to bless the Philippine Statistics Authority and us all.

ATTY. SHEILA O. DE GUZMAN
OIC, Regional Director

PSA - RSSO I spearheaded the formulation of
Region I’s first Regional Statistical Development
Program (RSDP) 2018-2022.
After series of
consultative workshops and technical writeshop,
the RSDP 2018-2023 for Region I was approved
by the Regional Statistics Committee (RSC) I
during its 2nd Quarter Meeting on June 20, 2018
through resolution No. 6, Series of 2018. Likewise,
the RDC approved the RSDP 2018-2023 for
Region I on June 27, 2018 during its 2nd Quarter
2018 Full Council Meeting with RDC Resolution
No. 47, Series of 2018. The RSDP 2018-2023 for
Region 1 publication was launched during the
29th National Statistics Month (NSM) Regional
Closing Ceremony on October 29, 2018 at the
Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas (BSP), San Fernando
City, La Union.
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PSA - RSSO I successfully completed the FIES Pilot
Survey in the four provinces of the region. The
enumeration for the fourth quarter and second semester
of FIES Pilot Survey started on January 8 and ended on
January 31, 2018. Meanwhile, the regional office hired
54 service contractors to encode the January 2018 round
FIES Pilot Survey questionnaires from the provinces.

In August 2018, first party auditor Chief Statistical
Specialist (CSS) Ma. Julieta P. Soliven, assessed the
effectiveness of the implementation of ISO-QMS of PSA
RSSO I a year after receiving the ISO 9001:2015
certification from TUV Rheinland Cert GmbH.
Commendable practices and conformities to ISO-QMS
9001:2015 were noted while opportunities for
improvement were also identified.
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The Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas (BSP)
awarded PSA RSSO I the “

Outstanding Partner for Report on
the Regional Economic
Developments in the Philippines”

award on August 22, 2018 during the
2018 Awards Ceremony and
Appreciation Lunch for BSP
Stakeholders at BSP La Union Regional
Office, City of San Fernando,
La Union.

PSA - RSSO I was rated excellent by the Provincial Disaster Risk
Reduction Management Council (PDRRMC) during the
implementation of four National Simultaneous Earthquake
Drills (NSED) in 2018. The quarterly conduct of NSED is
pursuant to National Disaster Risk Reduction Management
Council (NDRRMC) Memorandum No. 17, s. 2018.
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A briefing on Healthy Diets was conducted on July
30, 2018 at the PSA- RSSO I Conference Room, City
of San Fernando, La Union in celebration of the 44th
National Nutrition Month. Provincial Nutrition
Coordinator Ms. Helen Joy A. Bugaling of the
National Nutrition Council Regional Office I served
as the resource speaker of this activity. She
highlighted the importance of healthy diets in
preventing malnutrition and reduction of diet-related non-communicable diseases (NCDs) such as
diabetes, cardiovascular diseases and certain types of cancer and improved nutrition through
improved food access by increasing the number of households, schools, communities as well as
employees to engage in food garden.

In 2018, PSA - RSSO I
conducted Zumba Dance
sessions every after the flag
lowering ceremony. The said
physical
activities
were
attended by all regular
employees, JO personnel,
CRS Associates and On-theJob Trainees. On the other hand, dance exercises
were also conducted during general assemblies,
trainings and workshops.
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A 20-minute trip from the heart of Vigan City, rests Brgy. Villamar, Caoayan, Ilocos Sur, the

site chosen for the Gender and Development Activity (GAD) of Philippine Statistics Authority

(PSA) on May 24 to 25, 2018. With its serene atmosphere and vibrant locals, this place has the

potential of becoming a tourist destination which is undeniably a suitable spot for this activity.
During the first day, sumptuous seafood dishes and authentic Ilocano menu were served. After
that, the group enjoyed outdoor game activities along the seashore. Excitement was felt by

everyone on the second day as the thrill was raised when they experienced the boat riding.
The group’s anticipation was satiated when they cruised through the stretches of the bay
gleamed by the sun’s intense rays and the crystal-clear water of the sea.

After the boat riding, their bodies met the alluring waves of the beach. At that moment,

enjoyment and delight already emanated from their spirits since they have successfully

reconnected with each other, rebuild harmonious relationship and successfully realized the
essence of PSA’s core vision and mission in achieving its goals.

The day ended with a gleaming smile and wrapped with heartfelt memories.
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Using the latest technology, PSA continued the
conduct of the geotagging of building structures in
selected barangays to come up with more accurate
and reliable digitized maps to be used during
census and survey operations, information
dissemination, spatial analysis, and in the
development of the sampling frames for various
surveys.
The geotagging of buildings is a component of
continuous map updating activity on a rolling
scheme, which is expected to be finished before the
conduct of 2020 Census of Population and Housing
(CPH 2020). The project utilized android tablets and
was administered by trained Map Data Collectors
(MDCs) of the PSA, with proper coordination with
the local officials.
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The 2017 LFH is a nationwide activity that
aimed to update the sampling frame for
agricultural-based surveys such as the
Quarterly Palay and Corn Production Survey,
Quarterly Backyard Livestock and Poultry
Survey, and others. This was conducted by
the PSA from September to December 2017.
The sample barangays were selected from
the 2012 Census of Agriculture and Fisheries
(CAF) sampling design, that is, multi-stage
sampling using probability proportional to
farm size. These sample barangays were
identified for each province as either palayproducing and/or corn producing areas. All
households within the selected sample LFH
barangays for palay and corn farm were
enumerated to determine the presence of
household member/s who operated crop
farm and/or livestock/poultry farm from
September 2016 to August 2017. These
household members were interviewed to
collect data on the details of their farm/

AO I Michael Gapuzan with hired SRs at Adams, Ilocos Norte for the
conduct of 2018 ULE in April 2018

holding using Computer-Assisted Personal
Interview (CAPI), wherein the enumerators
utilized handheld tablet device to facilitate
face-to-face interview.
Re-interview of households with lost data files
during synchronization was done from January
to February 2018. The encoding of
questionnaires under PAPI (Paper and Pencil
Interview) to CAPI was also done.

The 2018 Comprehensive ULE is one of the
two major phases of the 2018 CPBI.
Door-to-door canvassing and inquiry from
establishments were done to update the
status and basic characteristics of the
establishments listed in the Statistical
Business Register (SBR) and to add
information for the new establishments or
those which were not yet listed. In Region
I, the 2018 ULE started in April 16 and was
completed in September 2018.
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FIES is the main source of data on family
income and expenditure in the country. The
survey aims to accomplish the following
objectives: (a) to gather data on family
income,
sources
of
income,
family
expenditure and related information affecting
family income and expenditure levels and
patterns in the Philippines; (b) to determine
the income distribution, levels of living and
spending patterns and the degree of
inequality among families; (c) to provide
benchmark information to update the weights
used in the estimation of Consumer Price
lndex (CPl); and (d) to provide inputs in the
estimation of the country's poverty threshold
and incidence.
In Region I, enumeration was undertaken
from July 9 to 31, 2018 by the four PSOs. A
total of 240 trained SRs covered the 6,144
sample households throughout the region.
Despite some uncooperative respondents and
the inclement weather experienced in the
region, the enumeration was successful in
general, through the hard work and
perseverance of all personnel involved.

Machine processing of questionnaires was
done from August to October 2018 by 34
service contractors.
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Region I served as the pilot region for
the conduct of 2017 FIES quarterly and
semestral pilot surveys. This was
undertaken to determine the estimation
methodology to be used for the FIES
2018 provincial estimates and for
possibility of conducting the FIES on a
quarterly basis.
The enumeration for the fourth quarter
2017 and second semester 2017 of FIES
Pilot Surveys started on January 8 and
ended on January 31, 2018. The field
operations involved 58 Statistical
Researchers (SRs) both for the quarterly
and semestral surveys in each of the
four provinces of the region. They were
supervised by ten hired Team
Supervisors (TSs).
Right after enumeration, manual
processing of questionnaires was done
at the PSOs. Processed questionnaires
were transmitted to the Regional Office
for machine processing. The regional
office hired 54 service contractors to
encode
the
FIES
Pilot
Survey
questionnaires. Clean data files were
submitted to the subject matter division
at the Central Office for further
evaluation.
RSSO I and the four PSOs hired Job
Order personnel to provide assistance
during
enumeration,
supervision,
manual and machine processing.
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The LFS is a quarterly survey of the PSA during the
months of January, April, July and October. The survey
aims to gather data on the demographic and socioeconomic characteristics of the population based on a
past week and previous quarter reference period. It also
provides a quantitative framework for the preparation of
plans and formulation of policies affecting the labor
market. It is designed specifically to provide statistics on
levels and trends of employment, unemployment and
underemployment for the country as a whole and for
each of the administrative regions.

Quarterly Employment Rate of Ilocos Region: 2018

2018 Survey on Overseas Filipinos (SOF)

In 2017,
Ilocos Region
comprised
9.0% of the
estimated 2.3
million OFWs in
the country.
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The SOF is a nationwide undertaking that gathers
information on Filipino citizens, including overseas
workers who left for abroad during the last five years
preceding the survey. Data on their remittances were
gathered using the past six months as reference period.
SOF derives national estimates on the number of
Overseas Filipino Workers (OFWs), their socio-economic
characteristics, and the amount and mode of remittances
(in cash and in kind) received by their families. The 2018
SOF was conducted as a rider of the October 2018 LFS.

The PCPS consists of two national quarterly
surveys which are conducted simultaneously.
These are the Palay Production Survey (PPS) and
Corn Production Survey (CPS). The surveys
generate estimates on palay and corn
production, area and yield and other production
-related data that serve as inputs for policy
making and programs on palay and corn. Data
collection is scheduled on the first ten days of
the month following the reference quarter, i.e.,
April for Q1, July for Q2 and October for Q3. To
comply with the Philippine System of National
Accounts calendar, data collection for Q4 is
done during the first ten days of December.

Ilocos Region ranked 5th

Ilocos Region ranked 4th
in the Philippines in

Palay Production
in 2018 with

1.72 million metric tons.

Percentage Distribution of Volume of Palay Production
by Province, Ilocos Region: 2018

in the Philippines in Corn

Production in 2018 with
581 thousand metrics
tons.

PCSS 1 is a monthly survey usually conducted
during the first four days of the month with the
first day of the month as the reference date. It
aims to generate estimates of the current stock of
rice and corn in farm and non-farm households.
The results of the PCSS1 or the household stocks
of rice and corn, plus the stocks in private
commercial warehouses and in the depositories of
the National Food Authority (NFA), comprise the
total stock condition for the country. The
information serves as input to policy makers in
planning and decision making.
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The MPCSRS is a monitoring system of the growing conditions and actual plantings of palay and corn.
It aims to update the palay and corn forecasts for the current quarter based on standing crops and
forecasts for the next quarter based on planting intentions.
It is conducted on a monthly basis (first five days) except for the months of January, April, July and
October when the PCPS is conducted. Monthly reports are prepared for the months of February,
March, May, June, August, September and November.

The CrPS is a quarterly survey which aims to generate basic production statistics for crops other than
palay and corn. The survey mainly captures the data on volume of production, area planted/
harvested and number of bearing trees/hills/vines. It covers crops sub-classified under three
commodity groupings, namely: (a) Non-Food and Industrial Crops; (b) Fruit Crops; and (c) Vegetables
and Root Crops. The commodity coverage by province differs and depends on what each province
produces.

AWRS is a household-based survey conducted by the PSA that aims to generate estimates of
average wage rates of agricultural farm workers, specifically for the four major crops: palay, corn,
coconut and sugarcane. Specifically, it aims to: (a) determine the national and regional wages
and variations on wage rates by type of labor for the different farm operations; (b) generate
gender-based data for wage rates; and (c) determine the extent of women’s participation in
agricultural production activities.
Data collection for palay and corn is conducted semi-annually in the months of January and July.
The results are consolidated on annual basis. The surveys for coconut and sugarcane are done
annually in the month of January.
In Ilocos Region, there were 160 samples: 35 samples each for Ilocos Norte and Ilocos Sur, 20
samples in La Union, and 70 samples in Pangasinan.

The NMS aims to provide information on the mobility of the Philippine population in order to assist
policymakers and program managers in evaluating and designing strategies for improving services
and assistance to people going abroad or moving within the country. The 2017 NMS started on July
10, 2018 and ended on September 14, 2018. A total 12 Field Interviewers (FIs) and 3 Team Supervisors
(TS) were hired by the University of the Philippines Population Institute (UPPI) to conduct the field
enumeration.
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The BLPS is a quarterly survey which aims to generate primary data on supply and disposition of
animals from backyard farms (small hold raisers). The purpose of the survey is to determine the
performance of the livestock and poultry industry at the provincial level.

The FPS is a monthly survey that aims to gather
reliable price information at the farm level.
Specifically, it aims to generate estimates on
farmgate
prices
of
major
agricultural
commodities, develop sets of price indices and
measure the purchasing power of growers of
selected agricultural products, and serve as
input in analyzing the seasonal trends and

variations in agricultural prices.
The provinces conducted the survey any
day within the last ten days of the month.
Encoding and processing was done after
data collection for submission to the
regional and central offices on or before
the 15th of the following month.

The FPAS is the consolidation of the monthly farm prices of commodities from FPS with the
inclusion of the production data of selected crops, livestock and poultry to come up with the
regional average price.
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Participants of the
joint 2nd Level
Training of the 2017
ASPBI/SICT for the
Cordillera
Administrative
Region (CAR) and
Region I conducted
on March 20 to 22,
2018 at Marand
Resort and SPA,
Bauang, La Union.

The ASPBI is one of the designated statistical
activities of the PSA which aims to provide
planners and policy-makers in the government,
as well as the private sector, with information
on the levels and structure of economic
activities. Specifically, the survey results are
used for: (1) measuring and comparing national
and regional economic growth; (2) planning
and policy formulation; (3) determining
performance and contribution of Micro, Small,
Medium Establishments (MSMEs); and (4)
market research, industry studies and other
economic analysis. The 2017 ASPBI is the 46th in
the series and the latest annual surveys.

On the other hand, the 2017 SICT was the rider
survey of the 2017 ASPBI. This was the sixth
time the survey was conducted. SICT aims to
collect and generate information on the
availability, distribution and access/utilization of
ICT among establishments in the country.
There were 839 sample establishments for 2017
ASPBI and 208 establishments for the 2017 SICT
in the region. PSA RSSO I obtained a response
rate of 96 percent and 100 percent for the 2017
ASPBI and 2017 SICT respectively.

The QSPBI is a nationwide survey conducted by PSA. It aims to collect data as inputs in the
estimation of the Quarterly National Accounts. It includes quarterly data on employment,
compensation, value of production, total revenue, and total inventory of goods and capacity
utilization by industry groups.
PSA RSSO I had a total of 154 sample establishments with an average quarterly response rate of
98.8 percent in 2018.
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The MISSI and PPS surveys intend to provide
planners and policy makers in both government
and private sectors with timely flash indicators on
the performance of growth-oriented industries in
the manufacturing sector.
Moreover, these surveys are used for the
generation of Producer Price Index (PPI) which

serves as inputs in monitoring the business
cycle of key manufacturing sectors of the
economy.
PSA RSSO I had a total of seven MISSI and
six PPS sample establishments in 2017, with
an average monthly response rate of 98.3
percent and 98.6 percent, respectively.

CPI, Inflation Rate and PPP
by Province, Ilocos Region: 2018
(2012=100)
ILOCOS REGION

The CPI is one of the regular indicators generated
by the PSA. It serves as an indicator of the
movement of prices of a fixed basket of goods
and services commonly availed by households
relative to a given base year. The CPI is most
widely used in the calculation of the inflation rate
and purchasing power of the peso. It is a major
statistical series used for economic analysis and as
a monitoring indicator of the government
economic policy. The important components of
the CPI are the base period, market basket,
weighting system, formula and the geographical
area.

CPI: 116.2
Inflation Rate: 6.0
PPP: Php 0.86

ILOCOS NORTE
CPI: 117.8
Inflation Rate: 7.3
PPP: Php 0.85

ILOCOS SUR
CPI: 112.7
Inflation Rate: 3.2
PPP: Php 0.89

LA UNION

PANGASINAN

CPI: 118
Inflation Rate: 4.2
PPP: Php 0.89

CPI: 117.9
Inflation Rate: 6.9
PPP: Php 0.85
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The weekly survey of petroleum products is
the monitoring of prices of petroleum in
sample establishments. Ilocos Norte, Ilocos
Sur and Pangasinan Provincial Offices collect
ten price quotations weekly from its

respective sample outlets, while the La Union
PSO collects 11 price quotations. Results of the
weekly survey of prices of petroleum products
are submitted via e-mail to the Central Office.

In addition to the prices of commodities for the regular CPI, prices of regular milled rice, wellmilled and special rice are also regularly collected from the different provinces of Region I every
week.

The WCFPM involves the monitoring of the weekly and monthly prevailing farmgate, wholesale
and retail prices of palay, rice and corn. It also covers the weekly and monthly monitoring of
prevailing retail prices of four fertilizer grades, namely: urea, complete, ammosul and
ammophos.

The wholesale and retail price surveys are
conducted at various frequencies in selected
markets in Ilocos Region. Wholesale Selling
Price Monitoring covers four markets namely:
Vigan City Public Market in Ilocos Sur;
Magsaysay Fish Landing Center and Lucap Fish
Landing Center in Pangasinan; and Urdaneta
Bagsakan Market. The markets included in the
Retail Selling Price monitoring on the other
hand, are: Laoag City Public Market in Ilocos
Norte; Candon Public Market and Vigan Public
Market in Ilocos Sur; San Fernando City Public
Market in La Union; and San Carlos Public
Market, Malimgas Public Market, Tayug and
Nepo Market in Pangasinan.
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The LTS is one of the regular surveys of the PSA
as a spin off from the Employment, Hours and
Earnings Survey (EHES) which was conducted
from 1987 to 2002 by the former Bureau of
Labor and Employment Statistics (BLES). This
survey aims to provide quarterly trend statistics
on labor turnover and existing job vacancies as

indicators of labor market activity and general
business situation of the country. This provides
the government and the private sector a
complete picture of labor demand and job
turnover as inputs to decision making and policy
formulation.

IO II Dexter J. Dupagan of Employers Compensation Commission (ECC) discusses Employees Compensation Program
during the 2nd Level Training of 2018 OWS and 2017/2018 ISLE on August 22 to 25, 2018 at IRETC, Agoo, La Union.

The 2018 OWS and 2017/2018 ISLE are two nationwide establishment-based surveys conducted by
the Labor Standards and Relations Statistics Division (LSRSD) and Employment Demand Statistics
Division (EDSD), respectively. OWS aims to monitor the wage rates of 22 low paid occupations in 21
non-agricultural industries while ISLE monitors establishments’ employment, conditions of work and
industrial relations practices.
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The fisheries sector is composed of three subsectors, namely: commercial, municipal fisheries, and
aquaculture. Four quarterly surveys generate volume and value of production by species at the
national, regional, and provincial level. During its quarterly conduct, data collection, supervision,
field editing and data processing are done at the PSOs.

A. Quarterly Aquaculture Survey (QAqS)
The QAqS generates data on volume and value of
aquaculture production by aquafarm type, by culture
environment, by species, by quarter at the national,
regional and provincial levels.

Percentage Distribution of
Fish Production by Sub– Sector,
Ilocos Region: 2018

B. Quarterly Municipal Fisheries Survey (QMFS)
The QMFS generates data on quarterly volume and value
of fish unloaded at municipal fish landing centers by
species at the national, regional and provincial levels.

C. Quarterly Inland Fisheries Survey (QIFS)
Inland fishing refers to the catching of aquatic animals
and plants in inland waters like lakes, rivers, dams, and
marshes, using simple gears and fishing boats, some of
which are non-motorized with a capacity not exceeding
three gross tons. This also includes fishing activities that
do not require the use of fishing boats. The QFIS aims to
generate accurate and timely information on quarterly
volume and value of fish catch of inland fishing
households by species.

D. Quarterly Commercial Fisheries Survey (QCFS)
The QCFS generates information on quarterly volume and
value of fish unloaded at commercial fish landing centers
by species.
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Aquaculture 81%
Marine 16%
Commercial 2%
Inland 1%

Private Construction Statistics are gathered
from the approved building permits issued by
the building officials in every city/municipality.
The regional office monitors the collection and
submission of approved building permits by the
provincial offices. Collection of approved
building permits are done every month by the
statistical personnel of the provincial offices.
Documents are processed and validated also at
the provincial offices. The data files, together
with the scanned copy of the certifications for
no building permit issuances are transmitted to
Central Office on a monthly basis.

10,915
The total number of
construction
projects from
approved building
permits in 2018.

Residential
7,871

Non-Residential
1,803

Alterations/Repair
1,241

The FTS are compiled by PSA from copies of
import and export documents submitted to
the Bureau of Customs (BOC) by importers and
exporters or their authorized representatives
as required by law. The foreign trade data
relates to commerce between the Philippines

and other countries by sea or air whether for
private or government use or for commercial
purposes, gifts or samples. In Ilocos Region,
only La Union PSO collects foreign trade data.
In 2018, a total of 153 imports documents
cleared by the BOC was collected by the PSO

DomStat refers to air, rail and coastwise trade
statistics collected and compiled monthly,
quarterly and annually by the PSA based from
airway bills, daily report of outgoing
shipments, coasting and passenger manifests.
In Ilocos Region, only La Union PSO collects
domestic trade data. In 2018, a total of 137
vessels left the seaport of the City of San
Fernando, La Union all of which declared “nil”

cargo and reported merely discharging various
commodities and tug activities. The reports
were collected every month from the Poro Point
Industrial Corporation (PPIC), the office
authorized by PPA to monitor the activities of
the Poro seaport. The reports were relayed to
the subject matter division at Central Office for
their information.
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The CLPS is a quarterly survey that aims to generate primary data on inventory/population and
supply and disposition of animals from commercial farms.
Livestock and Poultry Inventory in Commercial Farms as of January 1, 2018
(in heads)
Livestock 2018

Poultry 2018

Carabao

462

Broiler

3,857,073

Layers

818,538

Cattle

2623

Duck

11,229

Goat

5065

Hog

127,555

The survey on CDSPDP is undertaken in coordination with the National Meat Inspection Service to
generate statistics from accredited abattoirs and poultry dressing plants and Locally Registered
Meat Establishments (LRME)
Number of Animals Slaughtered in Slaughterhouses and Dressed in Poultry
Dressing Plants by Animal Type, Ilocos Region: 2018

CARABAO
25,935

CATTLE
43,970

GOAT
1,961

HOG
891,388

CHICKEN
31,887,555

PSA has mainstreamed a quarterly data review and validation process to firm up the provincial and
regional quarterly estimates on agriculture and fisheries before submission to the central office.
There are three levels of data review conducted - the Provincial Data Review (PDR), Regional Data
Review (RDR), and National Data Review (NDR).
PDR is done at the province and is attended by the provincial staff. The Provincial Statistics Officer
(PSO) is responsible for the conduct of the PDR, assisted by the focal persons of the different
agricultural surveys.
Data on the harvest area and production of palay and corn and other agricultural commodities such
as fisheries, livestock and poultry, other crops, and farm prices are reviewed and validated during
P/RDR.
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PSA Board created the Regional Statistics Committee (RSC) through Board Resolution No. 5, Series of
2015 to serve as the policy making body for statistical matters in the region. The RSC is chaired by
National Economic and Development Authority (NEDA) Regional Director Nestor G. Rillon with PSA
Regional Director Socrates L. Ramores as vice-chairman.
The Regional Statistics Committee (RSC) I conducted four quarterly meetings for CY 2018. Meanwhile,
there were five Technical Working Group Meetings conducted and one Task Force meeting during the
period. The following were the RSC resolutions approved by the committee in 2018:
No.

Date

Title

1

3/6/2018

Approving the Policy Agenda of the RSC I

2

3/6/2018

Approving and Adopting the Core Regional Indicators

Adoption of PSA Board Res. No.
10, s. 2017

3

3/6/2018

Enjoining the Data Sources to Produce and To Support RSC In
Promoting and Coordinating the Generation of SexDisaggregated Data or Gender Statistics for Policy Formulation,
Development Planning and Project Monitoring Purposes

Endorsed and Approved by the
Regional Development Council I

4

3/6/2018

Approving and Adopting the 2017-2022 Regional Development
Indicators (RDIs)

Endorsed and Approved by the
Regional Development Council I

5

6/20/2018

Amending RSC Resolution No. 03, Series of 2017, Reconstituting
the RSC I.

6

6/20/2018

Approving and Endorsing to the Regional Development Council
the Regional Statistical Development Program (RSDP) 2018-2023
for Region I

7

6/20/2018

Approving the Creation of the Task Force for the Conduct of the
Capacity Building Activities for Regional Statistics Committee I

8

8/17/2018

Approving the RSC I Training Needs Survey Form and 2018 Task
Force on Capacity Building Activities Work Plan

9

8/17/2018

Approving and Endorsing the Conduct of the 2018 Capacity
Training for RSC I

Endorsed but subjected to the
availability of fund and resource
speaker.

8/17/2018

Approving the National Statistics Month (NSM) Common
Activities and Enjoining Regional Line Agencies, Local
Government Units, Academic Institutions and the Private Sector
to Support the 29th NSM Celebration in Region I.

Endorsed and Approved by the
Regional Development Council I

12/12/2018

“Enjoining the Members of the Regional Statistical System to
Support the NEDA Research Project on the Assessment of
Regional and Local Development Outcomes and Health and
Health-Related Indicators for DRR Cycle in Region I.”

10

11

Remarks

Endorsed and Approved by the
Regional Development Council I
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Dir. Ramores presides the 1st Quarter Meeting of the Regional Statistics Committee I held
at Sea and Sky Hotel and Restaurant on March 6, 2018.











Formulation of statistical policies designed to resolve local statistical issues and
recommend workable schemes towards the improvement of local level statistics
through the adoption of Core Regional Indicators (CORE-Is), generation of Regional
Development Indicators (RDI), generation of sex-disaggregated data or gender statistics
and support on NEDA’s research project in the assessment of development outcomes,
health and health-related indicators for DRR Cycle in Ilocos Region;
Enjoined the Regional Statistical System (RSS) in the formulation and approval of the
2018-2023 Regional Statistical Development Program;
Dissemination of statistical data/reports of labour and employment statistics, tourism
statistics, environment statistics, 2015-2017 Gross Regional Domestic Product (GRDP),
Statistical Survey Review and Clearance System (SSRCS), Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs), 2017 Regional Development Indicators (RDI), Quarterly Regional
Economic Situationer (QRES), education statistics, social welfare statistics, 2017 National
Demographics and Health Survey (NDHS) and Statistical Classification Standard System
(NCSS);
Creation of Task Force Group on statistical capacity building activities for stakeholders
in the region;
Conduct of Training Needs Survey (TNS);
Participation in the 3rd RSC Summit conducted on September 4 to 5 2018 at the
Eastwood Richmonde Hotel in Quezon City; and
Conduct of 29th National Statistics Month (NSM) regional activities such as statistical
fora, contests, exhibits and data dissemination forum
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The Regional Statistical Development Program
(RSDP) 2018-2023 for Region I was approved by
the Regional Statistics Committee I (RSC I) and
the Regional Development Council I (RDC I)
during the 2nd Quarter of 2018. As part of the
information dissemination activities for RSDP, it
was also presented to the different sectoral
committees of the RDC namely: Economic and
Development Sector, Governance Sector,
Environment Sector, Social Development Sector,
and Infrastructure Development Sector. The
2018-2023 RSDP for Region I was also launched
during the 29 th NSM Regional Closing
Ceremony.
RSC I Chairman, Dir. Nestor G. Rillon of NEDA (right) and
Vice-Chairman, Dir. Socrates L. Ramores of PSA (left),
approve the RSDP) 2018-2023 for Region 1 during its
2nd Quarter 2018 Meeting on June 20, 2018 at NEDA
Regional Office 1.

PSA-RSSO I conducted consultative
meeting with NEDA-RO I on February 9,
2018 for the review of the Sustainable
Development Goals (SDG) Matrix for
Region I. Aside from the Core SDGs,
additional indicators were also added in
the regional matrix. The SDG Regional
Matrix was presented to the RSC. On
October 16-18, 2018, PSA RSSO I
participated in the SDG Training
Workshop for the development of the
SDG Indicators.
NEDA - ROI and PSA RSSO I participants attend the consultation
meeting for the finalization of SDG Indicator Matrix held on
February 9, 2018 at Coconut Grove Resort.
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Theme: "Exploring Philippine Wonders in Numbers:
Statistics Towards Sustainable Development."
To recognize Statistics’ major role in economic prosperity, RSC I spearheaded the conduct of the
29th National Statistics Month (NSM) celebration in October 2018 pursuant to Presidential
Proclamation No. 647, s.1990.

Mr. Niño E. Tuazon and Ms. Zenaida L. Garcillan of PSA-RSSO I
(left photo) serve as guest for the “Tongtongan ti
Tangatang@ anchored by Ms. Antoniet Lingsit of DZAG
Radyo ng Bayan and Ms. Miriam Aquino of PIA (right photo).

As part of the information dissemination
campaign, Mr. Nino E. Tuazon and Ms.
Zenaida L. Garcillan of the PSA - RSSO I
were interviewed in the radio program
“Tongtongan ti Tangatang” anchored by Ms.
Antoniet Lingsit of DZAG Radyo Pilipinas
and Ms. Miriam Aquino of Philippine
Information Agency (PIA). The said radio
program was aired live on
September 25, 2018.

For the month-long celebration, RSC I
initiated different regional activities in
collaboration with the Regional Line
Agencies (RLAs), Local Government
Units (LGUs) and private sector as its
sponsors. These activities commenced
right after the Regional Opening
Ceremony held on October 3, 2018 at
Oasis Country Resort Hotel, City of
San Fernando, La Union.

Ms. Zenaida Garcillan of PSA (left) and Mr. Modesto D. Baloloy of
DOT (right) presents tourism statistical data during the NSM
Regional Opening Ceremony.
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RSC Vice-chairperson, Atty. Sheila O. De Guzman of PSA, and
Dr. Irenea B. Ubungen of NEDA lead the ribbon-cutting
ceremony on October 4, 2018 at CSI the City Mall, City of San
Fernando, La Union to open the Regional Statistical Exhibit.

The exhibit featured infographics on statistical data of the participating agencies
and information giveaways such as posters, brochures, flyers and magazines.

To instill awareness on the significance of statistics among its audience, a Regional Statistical Exhibit
was established to showcase various statistical data through brochures, flyers, leaflets and infographics.
This activity ran from October 4 to 12, 2018 at the CSI the City Mall, City of San Fernando, La Union.

Regional contests were conducted to advocate the importance of statistics in measuring sustainable
tourism development and develop the talents of students. During the opening ceremony, contestants
performed for the jingle singing contest. Competitions for essay writing, oration, poster-slogan
making, and statistics quiz were simultaneously conducted on October 17, 2018 at the University of
Northern Philippines (UNP), Vigan City, Ilocos Sur. These activities were participated by the provincial
champions from the secondary and tertiary level, while the essay writing contest included the
employee category.
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Delegates from the province of Pangasinan, headed by the Provincial Planning and Development Coordinator
Ms. Benita Pizarro, receive plaque of recognition as Best 29 th NSM Province Implementer.

The month-long celebration was culminated during the Regional Closing Ceremony held on October
29, 2018 at the BSP-LURO, City of San Fernando, La Union. Representatives from various RLAs, LGUs,
academic institutions and media organizations across the region participated in the event. Among the
highlights of the closing ceremony were the announcement of the regional champions for various
statistical contests and the awarding of the Search for the Best 29th NSM Province Implementer. The
province of Pangasinan was adjudged as the Best 29th NSM Province Implementer for its efficient
implementation of diversified NSM activities. Meanwhile, Ilocos Sur, La Union and Ilocos Norte ranked
1st, 2nd and 3rd runners-up, respectively.

The 2018-2023 Regional
Statistical
Development
Program (RSDP) for Region I
was launched by PSA-RSSO I
during the Regional Closing
Ceremony on October 29,
2019. Mr. Niño E. Tuazon,
OIC SOCD of PSA-RSSO I
presented the 2018-2023
RSDP. On the other hand,
BSP established an Unfit
Exchange Counter where
participants exchanged dirty
bills into new and crisp bills
as part of their Clean Note
and Coin Policy.

Atty. Sheila O. De
Guzman, RSC ViceChairperson and OIC
Regional Director of PSA
-RSSO I, renders her
closing remarks.

Mr. Nino E. Tuazon of PSA-RSSO I presents the highlights of
the 2018-2023 Philippine Statistical Development Program .
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Regional Director (RD) Socrates L.
Ramores announced the 2017
Economic Performance of Ilocos
Region in a news conference on
April 26, 2018 at Brandon Hall,
Marand Resort, Bauang, La Union.
In her welcome remarks, Assistant
National Statistician (ANS) Wilma
A. Guillen mentioned that PSA
continues to accept the challenge
to provide timely and relevant
statistics to cope with the demands
from stakeholders.
She further
emphasized that PSA took the
challenge to balance timeliness
with quality data.
“The 2017 Gross Regional Domestic
Product (GRDP) of Ilocos Region
grew by 5.8 percent in 2017 but at
a slower rate compared with the 8.5
percent growth in 2016,” RD
Ramores said.

According to RD Ramores, the
region’s output reached 272.3
Billion Pesos in 2017 which was
15 Billion Pesos higher than in
2016. He also presented the
national
economy
with
decelerated growth from 6.9
percent in 2016 to 6.7 percent
in 2017. He further stressed
that the region’s Agriculture
and Hunting Forestry and
Fishing (AHFF) rebounded from
a contraction of 1.7 percent in
2016 to 2.4 percent growth in
2017.
Industry,
however,
decelerated by 6.5 percent in
2017 from 16.9 percent in 2016.
Similarly, Services slowed from
8.5 percent in 2016 to 6.8
percent in 2017.
Moreover, Dr. Irenea Ubungen
of the National Economic and
Development
Authority
(NEDA), said that the region’s

economy remains in good
shape as it grew by 5.8
percent in 2017 though at a
slower pace compared with
its 8.5 percent growth in the
previous year. “NEDA is
certain that the economy of
Ilocos region remains strong
and there is much to look
forward in 2018,” she
added.
The press conference was
attended
by
various
representatives from RLAs,
LGUs
and
media
organizations in the region.
The dissemination of the
GRDP report through print
and
broadcast
media
signified the
successful
conduct of the news
conference.
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SS II Zenaida L. Garcillan and
Information Systems Analyst (ISA)
Joseph M. Severo of PSA-RSSO I
participated
in
the
Sustainable
Development Goals (SDG) Indicators
Workshop held on October 16 to 17,
2018 at Sulo Riviera Hotel, Quezon
City aimed to capacitate the PSA field
personnel on SDG indicators in
preparation for the SDG localization
program.
The workshop was initiated by the PSA
through the Social Sector Statistics
Service (SSSS) headed by ANS Wilma
A. Guillen.
The SDG localization
program is in line with the Philippine
Development Plan (PDP) localization
program of the Department of Interior
and Local Government (DILG) and
NEDA.
In Region I, the DILG spearheaded the
conduct of the Regional Workshop on
PDP-SDG Localization Program on
October 23 to 24, 2018 at Maharajah
Hotel, Angeles City, Pampanga. It was
attended by officials and staff from the
DILG, NEDA, PSA and provincial
governments in the region. Regional
Director James F. Fadrilan of DILGRegional Office I encouraged the
participants to take seriously the
integration of the SDG in the local
development plans and initiatives of
the region.
During the regional workshop, SS II
Garcillan discussed the overview of the
SDGs, the indicators, and initiatives in
localizing the activities.
She also

talked on data with provincial disaggregation that the LGUs can
use to monitor local development. Moreover, Mr. Rey Ferreria of
NEDA presented the PDP and the Regional Development Plan
(RDP) of Region I. Afterwards, a workshop was conducted to
align the RDP and SDG monitoring indicators with the Provincial
Development Plans.
Furthermore, provincial workshops were also organized to
cascade the results of the regional workshop to the respective
municipal/city governments of the provinces. SS II Garcillan
attended the provincial workshops of Ilocos Norte (November 6,
2018 - One Vittoria, Bantay Ilocos Sur); Ilocos Sur (November 9,
2018 – Mel Sol’s Inn and Resort, Bantay, Ilocos Sur); and La Union
(November 12, 2018 – Chalet Hotel, Baguio City). Meanwhile, ISA
Severo attended the provincial workshop of Pangasinan on
November 7, 2018 at Leisure Coast Resort, Dagupan City,
Pangasinan. The said workshops were attended by the officials
and staff of the Provincial Planning and Development Offices
(PPDOs), Municipal/City Planning and Development Offices
(MPDOs/CPDOs), with resource speakers from NEDA, DILG, and
PSA.
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Recognizing the need for gender statistics
as vital inputs for gender and
development programs at the local level,
PSA-RSSO I continued to compile updated
sex disaggregated data. For 2018, PSARSSO I released its Gender Watch on
March 2018 in time for the Women’s
Month Celebration.

Pursuant to RDC ExeCom Resolution No. 61, s. 2015 –
Approving the Institutional Linkage of the RSC as
Support Committee of the RDC, PSA continued the
compilation of various economic data for the
preparation of the Quarterly Regional and Economic
Situationer for the RDC.

The CIF provided provincial and city/
municipal disaggregated data for various
socio-economic indicators such as
demography, agriculture, education, health,
public order, governance, transportation and
communication. In 2018, PSO Ilocos Norte
and La Union prepared their CIF.
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PSA-RSSO I prepared its 2017 report on the Regional Development Indicators, which is an
expanded Core Regional Indicators of Region 1. It included the CoRe-Is of PSA and the ResultMatrix Indicators of the RDP of NEDA Region 1. It is composed of 229 indicators covering the five
sectors of the RDC. The report was presented during the RDC Sector Committee meetings for
validation and approval of the committee. The following RDC sector committees approved the
2017 RDI report: Economic Development (September 7, 2018); Governance (September 19, 2018);
and Social Development (September 20, 2018).
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February of each year is declared as Civil
Registration Month (CRM), pursuant to
Presidential Proclamation No. 682 issued on
January 28, 1991 by then President Corazon C.
Aquino. This is one of the notable events where
every Filipino is enjoined to take part in the
pursuit of Civil Registration. This year’s theme
“#napapanahongCRVS,”
signifies
the
importance of up-to-date and reliable Civil
Registration and Vital Statistics (CRVS). The
theme also lends support to the advocacy of
“getting everyone in the picture” to create
greater awareness on the importance of CRVS.

To instill public awareness of the month-long
celebration, PSA RSSO I displayed the 2017 CRM
streamer in front of the office building. The
Provincial Statistical Offices, Local Civil Registry
Offices (LCROs) and various stakeholders were
also enjoined to hang the 2017 CRM streamer to
promote civil registration in their areas.
Various activities were conducted by the office
as part of the CRVS advocacy.
The Civil
Registration and Administrative Support Division
(CRASD) posted tables and graphs generated
from preliminary data of encoded Civil Registry
Documents (CRDs) in the Decentralized Vital
Statistics System (DVSS). A press release on the
month-long celebration of CRM in the region
was also published in the local newspaper, “The
Amianan Tribune,” in its February 17-23, 2018
issue, for the awareness of the public.
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During the CRM opening ceremony of PSA La
Union, Regional Director (RD) Socrates L.
Ramores joined the provincial office as they kick
off the celebration with a Thanksgiving Mass on
February 2, 2018 at PSA La Union PSO
Conference Room.
The opening ceremony
followed which was highlighted by the induction
of newly elected officers of the La Union Civil
Registrars Association (LUCRA) by RD Ramores.
Moreover, SS II Joseph E. Estoesta served as one
of the resource speakers during the PhilCRIS
Training at Max’s Restaurant, Laoag City, Ilocos
Norte on February 20, 2018. He discussed on
how to install PhilCRIS and how to make it work
using Windows 10 Operating System. Meanwhile,
Atty. Sheila O. De Guzman served as resource
speaker during the “Training on Marriage Laws,

Specific Instructions in Accomplishing Certificate
of Marriage, and Overview of the PhilCRIS
System” on February 22, 2018 at Rosebowl
Steakhouse and Restaurant, Bauang, La Union.

Participants were LCRO staff, court personnel,
and solemnizing officers of different religious
sects in the province of La Union.
Since February 23 of every year is observed as
Universal Birth Registration Day as declared by
then President Gloria Macapagal-Arroyo, the
following activities
were conducted by
RSSO I:
free
issuance of civil

#napapanahongCRVS
registry documents to the first ten Senior
Citizens who applied for their own birth
certificate; conduct of public forum at RSSO I’s
conference room; and Civil Registration Quiz
participated by all regular and job order personnel.
As a culminating activity of the CRM
celebration, RSSO I personnel shared their
blessings through an Outreach Program
held on February 27, 2018 at
Barangay San Vicente Day Care
Center, City of San Fernando, La
Union. Aside from the ceremonial
feeding and gift giving, information
dissemination on civil registration matters
(RA 9048, RA 10172 and revised IRR of RA
9255) and CRVS decade was also conducted.
The observance of CRM aimed to remind everyone
on the importance of timely and reliable CRVS
and to ensure that everyone should be in the
picture. Duty bearers and stakeholders
working together on this advocacy will
definitely yield to achieving an
effective,
comprehensive and
rights-based civil registration
and vital statistics system in
the country.

PSA RSSO I posts Citizen’s Charter at the La Union CRS ITP Outlet.

In the interest of public service and in compliance
with the requirements of RA 9485, otherwise
known as the Anti-Red Tape Act of 2007 (ARTA),
PSA-RSSO I has adopted its Citizen’s Charter.
The Citizen’s Charter contains the PSA Vision/
Mission, list of frontline services, step by step
procedures, officer responsible, maximum time of
processing requests, required documents, fees,
feedback mechanism and procedure for filing
complaints. As for the other ARTA requirements,
the agency also posted Anti-fixer poster/
materials, Contact Center ng Bayan poster, Hero
and Public Servant (HAP) poster, and Smoke-Free

Electronic Citizen’s Charter at the La Union CRS ITP Outlet is
regularly presented through an audio video presentation.

Poster. Front liners wear anti-fixer campaign
badge and vest and ID/Name plates while on
duty. Public Assistance and Complaints Desk
(PACD) has also been installed to cater to the
needs of the public. The office also observes the
No Lunch Break policy.
To promote transparency, accountability and
ensure effective and efficient delivery of service,
PSA-RSSO I regularly conducts periodic systems
review and revision and updating of the Citizen’s
Charter. At present, the outlet created a visual
presentation of the agency’s Citizen’s Charter.

The CSS is quarterly conducted at the La Union Civil Registry System-Information Technology Project
(CRS-ITP) Outlet to determine the level of satisfaction of clients for the improvement of frontline
services provided to them.
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I GOT WHAT I NEEDED FAST
Satisfied, keep it up!
Napintas ti trato yo; Nadayaw
empleado

The renovation of La Union CRS ITP Outlet started in June 2018 and was completed in
December 2018. Four air-conditioning units were installed to give comfort to the clients.





Mas maganda ang ambiance ngayon
Malamig
Napintas ditoy
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Addressing Queues and Verifying Status of Documents

In this fast-paced world where time is of most
importance, the creation of the e-Notification
and E-Verification Systems of the Juan Click Info
Center of PSA RSSO I is a great relief in
everyone’s struggle for time management. The
student-trainees and employees of PSA RSSO I
developed these systems to enhance the
process management of CRS La Union Outlet at
minimal cost to the office.
This information
technology innovation uses the Short Message
Service (SMS) – a widely-used type of text
messaging that is known to be the easiest,
fastest, cheapest and most convenient means of
sending messages in the Philippines.

AVERAGE TRANSACTIONS
PER DAY AT THE
LA UNION OUTLET
1600 transactions -peak months
900 clients -peak months
•350 clients -non-peak months

Supervised by 1 PSA personnel
with 15 UNISYS associates

The e-Notification system was created for the operations of the frontline “serbilis” outlet to address
long queues during peak months. Specifically, the goal of this system is to e-notify the clients thru
SMS when their queue number is just about to be served. This would allow them to attend to their
other transactions in other offices; thus, managing their time wisely. Moreover, the system also aims
to enable the clients to e-verify via SMS the status of their endorsed documents; hence, clients need
not to go back several times. This results to efficiency and minimized transaction cost.
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Clients will simply register their
mobile number in the Public
Assistance and Complaints Desk
(PACD) and the system will
automatically notify them. In 2018,
5,386 endorsements were notified
and 1,616 availed the e-verification.
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The PSOs accept and screen the required documents for the issuance of Certificate of
Registration of Authority to Solemnize Marriage (CRASM) while the PSA Regional Office
processes and approves the endorsed application from the PSOs. Shown in table below are the
number of issued CRASMs from the four PSOs in 2017 and 2018.
Total Number of CRASM Issued by Province, Region I: 2017 and 2018
Outlet
Region I
La Union
Ilocos Norte
Ilocos Sur

Total
2018
610
82
61
53

2017
644
38
103
68

414

435

Pangasinan

Percent Change
-5.28
115.79
-40.78
-22.06
-4.83

Transactions of the Civil Registration System - Information Technology Project (CRS - ITP) II
Outlets include the issuance of electronically converted birth, marriage and death certificates.
Shown in the table below are the number of processed transactions per CRS Outlet in 2017 and
2018.
Total Number of Civil Registry Documents Processed and Issued by Province, Region I: 2017 and 2018
Outlet
Region I
La Union-Regional Office
Ilocos Norte
Ilocos Sur
Pangasinan

Total
2018
1,227,579

2017
1,022,492

192,713
190,658
167,071
677,137

185,684
147,983
128,360
560,465

Percent Change

20.60
3.79
28.84
30.16
20.82

The table below shows the number of processed transactions per CRS Outlet in 2017 and 2018
for the issuance of Certificate of No Marriage (CENOMAR) and Certificate/Advisory of Marriages
(CEMAR).
Total Number of CENOMAR Processed by Province, Region I: 2017 and 2018
Outlet

Region I
La Union-Regional Office
Ilocos Norte
Ilocos Sur
Pangasinan
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Total
2018

2017

121,399
19,528
15,063
16,609
70,739

106,379
17,560
12,487
13,576
62,756

Percent Change

14.12
11.21
20.63
18.36
12.72

Electronic endorsement is the process by which copies of registered civil registry documents not
found in the CRS database or PSA archives can be forwarded to the PSA Central Office for
verification and approval so that PSA can subsequently issue copies of the documents in Security
Paper (SECPA). Summarized on the table below are the number of electronic endorsements which
were approved by the CRS-ITP outlets in Region I in 2018.
Total Number of Electronically Endorsed Documents by Province by Type Region I: 2018
Outlet/Type of Document

Birth

Marriage

Death

18,179

5,349

2,073

La Union-Regional Office

2,749

1,185

282

Ilocos Norte

3,273

1,203

469

Ilocos Sur

3,865

737

361

Pangasinan

8,292

2,224

961

Region I

The Batch Request System (BREQS) is a scheme where PSA authorizes a partner to receive
requests for PSA-issued copies and certifications of civil registry documents from the public and
issue the documents to its clientele. The actual processing of the requests is done by the
Serbilis Outlet assigned to service the authorized partner.
The municipalities of Agoo, and San Gabriel in the Province of La Union; Alilem and Tagudin in
the Province of Ilocos Sur; and Savemore La Union have availed the BREQS in 2018. The batch
requests are filed directly at the La Union – Regional Office CRS-ITP outlet through designated
liaison officers.
Total Number of BREQS Documents Filed at La Union Regional Office CRS-ITP Outlet in 2017 and 2018
Type of Document

Total

Percent Change

2018

2017

4,185

3,314

26.28

Death

268
52

270
71

-0.74
-26.76

CENOMAR

450

428

5.14

4,955

4,063

21.95

Birth
Marriage

Total
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Percent Distribution of Registered Live
Births in Region I by Province in 2018

Average of 11 babies
born per hour

Sex Ratio of Registered
Live Births in 2018
107 Males

100 Females

The month of
January was the
most preferred
month to tie the
knot in 2018
with a daily
average of
126 marriages.

Percent Distribution of Registered
Deaths by Province in Region I in 2018

The highest
number of
registered
deaths was in
the month of
August with
3,147 death
occurrences.
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Percent Distribution of Registered
Marriages by Province in Region I in 2018

Sex Ratio of Registered
Deaths in 2018

127 male deaths for every
100 female deaths.

12.95%
Lower

The total net assets of PSA
RSSO I for CY 2018 was
Php11.90 million.,12.95
percent lower than the
previous year disposal of
various unserviceable
Property, Plant and
Equipment as well as lower
subsidy given for the year.

₱11.9M

The Appropriations for CY 2018 include only current year
appropriations. All appropriations/allotments were obligated
and disbursed during the year.







Total Allotment given for CY 2018 is P 108.6 million,
which includes specific and automatic appropriations
amounting to P67.01 million and Centrally Managed
Appropriation amounting to 41.59 million. This was
17.81percent lower than last year’s allotment.
The current year appropriations amounting to 67.01
million or 61.70 percent of the total allotment received
consisting of Personnel Services amounting to P 41.49
million and Maintenance and Operating Expenses
amounting to P 25.52 million was 100 percent obligated
as well as 100 percent disbursed showcasing maximized
utilization of the agency resources.

₱41.49M

₱41.59M

₱67.01M

₱25.52M

The centrally managed appropriations for specific projects
amounting to 41.59 million is as well 100 percent
obligated and disbursed.
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Part of the total
allotment for the year of
P108,625,584.12 were
issued to the five
operating units in PSA
Region I through
sub-allotment advice.

PANGASINAN
₱16.1

RSSO I
₱21.0M

LA UNION
₱9.1M

ILOCOS NORTE
₱11.5M
ILOCOS SUR
₱9.3M

100%
BUDGET
UTILIZATION
RATE

PANGASINAN
₱11.8M

ILOCOS NORTE
LA UNION
₱7.6M

For the year 2018, total collections
amounted to P 270,763.04 which is 28.62
percent lower than 2017 collections which
amounted to P 379,317.35 due to decrease
on Registration Fees on Authority to
Solemnize
Marriage/Clearance
and
Certification Fees and disposal of Property,
plant and Equipment.



Recognition of Revenue arising from the
Authentication of Civil Registry Documents
and Sale of Civil Registry Forms are now
centralized; thus, collections arising from
such is being recorded at the Central Office.
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₱8.0M

ILOCOS SUR
₱7.1M

Revenue Collection


RSSO I
₱7.0M

Other Income
₱11,763.04

CRASM Reg. Fees
₱247,000

Printing and
Publication
₱12,000

Five newly hired and six promoted employees took
their Oath of Office before OIC-Regional Director
Atty. Sheila O. De Guzman on August 22, 2018. The
newly hired employees had their orientation
organized by CRASD on September 24, 2018.
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Atty. Sheila O. De Guzman took her oath of office as the Chief Administrative Officer
of CRASD on July 12, 2018 before Regional Director Socrates L. Ramores.

Meanwhile, Mr. Edgar M. Norberte took his oath of office as the Chief Statistical Specialist
of Pangasinan PSO on August 6, 2018 before OIC-Regional Director Atty. Sheila O. De Guzman
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People are the most important element to the success of an organization’s Quality Management
System (QMS). PSA-RSSO I, as an ISO 9001:2015 certified organization, considers human resources
as its most valuable resource. To ensure competence of all personnel, regardless of their position,
the management deems it necessary to update employees for them to effectively perform their
role and contribute to the success of the QMS.

The one-day orientation on Website
Management and PSA Survey Systems on
January 26, 2018 w a s held at PSA- RSSO I
Conference Room. This was attended by
selected regular and Job Order (JO)
personnel of the Regional Office. The
training aimed to capacitate the participants
in the uploading of articles, creation of
content types and web pages, and
maintenance of the regional website.
Furthermore, survey systems used in the
various activities of the PSA was also
discussed. The resource speakers for this
activity were Statistical Specialist II (SS II)
Divino Amor P. Rivera and Administrative
Assistant I (AA I) Eula Grace T. Ramos.

PSA- RSSO I initiated a briefing on the Tax
Reform for Acceleration and Inclusion (TRAIN)
Law for all RSSO I and La Union personnel including the Job Order Workers and Contract of
Service Workers on February 22, 2018 at PSARSSO I Conference Room. The resource speakers
were from the BIR RD0-03 led by ARD Ma. Bernadette Mangaoang. The briefing increased the
knowledge of the participants about the law
and boosted their appreciation of it.
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PSA-RSSO I conducted a two-day training on
Financial and Administrative Matters on June 6
to 7, 2018 at LUELCO-IRETC, Agoo, La Union.
The training aimed to update the participants
on the New Procurement Process for Common
Use Supplies, Budget Cycle and others. It was
participated by Provincial Statistics Officers/
OICs, Bookkeepers, Disbursing Officers, Supply
Officer and Property Custodian, and selected
RSSO I regular staff and JOs of the regional
office as well as the provincial offices.
On the other hand, Briefing and Updates on
Financial, Human Resource and Administrative
Concerns and Workshop on the Preparation of

Selected Regional and Provincial
PSA personnel attended the Echo
Training for Basic Statistics on May
31-June 1, 2018 at PSA-RSSO I
Conference Room, San Fernando
City, La Union. The two-day training
equipped the participants with the
basic
knowledge in statistics
particularly
in
visualizing,
summarizing,
describing
and
exploring data relevant in evidencebased decision making. SSII Artemio
A. Alibayan of the La Union PSO
served as the resource speaker of
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Supplemental Annual Procurement Plan/Project
Procurement Management Plan (APP/PPMP) was
conducted on July 26 to 27, 2018 at PSA-RSSO I
Conference Room. This was attended by all
Supply Officers and Bookkeepers of the PSOs.
These trainings aimed to enhance the knowledge
and skills of the participants relative to their
assigned duties and responsibilities since most
of them perform multi-tasking activities.
Moreover, the workshops kept them abreast with
the rules and procedures in the preparation of
accurate and timely financial and administrative
reports.

this activity. Alibayan was Region I’s representative
during the training conducted by the Philippine Statistical
Research and Training Institute (PSRTI) in partnership with
the PSA Central Office.

PSA-RSSO I conducted its 2018 Mid-Year
Assessment, Group Learning Session and
General Assembly on September 5 to 7,
2018 at Hotel Luna Vigan City, Ilocos Sur
and Villa Vitalis , Santiago, Ilocos Sur.
During the event, Chief Statistical Specialist
(CSS) Reynor R. Fernando discussed the
limelight of PSA through the years as it
continuously improves its services through
adopting innovative ideas and practices.
According to him, despite the challenges,
PSA still keeps its thrust and commitment
to provide excellent public service.
In line with the directives of the national

government
on
employee’s
welfare
promotion, Information Officer (IO) II Dexter
J. Dupagan of Employees’ Compensation
Commission (ECC) was invited to discuss
about the Employees’ Compensation
Program (ECP) which is designed to provide
compensation package to public and private
employees or their dependents in case of
work-related sickness, injury or death. On
the other hand, Civil Service Commission
(CSC) Ilocos Sur Director Marichu Y. Cuison
emphasized the mandates of CSC to
establish a career service imbued with
morale, efficiency, integrity, responsiveness,
progressiveness and courtesy in the civil
service.
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The men and women of PSA-RSSO I and its four
PSOs assembled on December 13 to 15, 2018 at
Rivermount Hotel Resort, Sarrat, Ilocos Norte
for the 2019 Regional Planning Workshop
(RPW) with the theme “Working Smarter
through Innovation.”
The RPW theme adopted from the 2019
National Planning Workshop (NPW), reflects
the relentless effort and dedication of the
National Statistician and Civil Registrar General
(NSCRG) Lisa Grace S. Bersales to accentuate
the role of innovation in the delivery of its
mandate and in the achievement of the
agency’s vision to be solid, responsive and
world-class authority on quality statistics and
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civil registration.
NSCRG Bersales
recognized that the key to ensure
sustainable innovations starts from the
people’s mindset, processes and capacity
building.
The highlights of the three-day activity
included the presentation of the
milestones of the operating units, 2019
Work Program, and 2020 High Impact
Activities. The 2019 RPW was also
highlighted by the signing of Pledge of
Commitment Statement and recitation of
Oath of Privacy. OIC-ANS Divina Gracia
Del Prado and Atty. Henedine Palabaras
graced the planning workshop.

A one-day Training on the Registration of
Authority to Solemnize Marriage was
conducted by PSA-RSSO I on November 13,
2018 at PSA-RSSO I Conference Room. This
was attended by selected CRASD personnel
and PSO staff. The training aimed to refresh
the focal persons on screening of
requirements for the processing of Certificate
of Registration of Authority to Solemnize
Marriage (CRASM) of Solemnizing Officers.
OIC-Regional Director Atty. Sheila O. De
Guzman and Assistant Statistician (AS) Maria
Asuncion E. Tuazon, Regional Focal Person on
CRASM, served as the resource persons during
the training.

PSA-RSSO I organized the training on
Republic Act No. 9184 and its Revised
Implementing Rules and Regulations (IRR) on
November 8 to 9, 2018 at the Coconut Grove
Resort, Bauang, La Union. A team from the
Department of Budget and Management
(DBM) Region I served as resource persons of
the two-day training. Updates on the different
procurement activities, procurement planning,
preparation of PPMP, APP, timetable of
procurement process and compliance to
different procurement reports were discussed
by the resource persons.

OIC-CRASD Atty. Sheila O. De Guzman and
SS II Divino Amor P. Rivera conducted a
Briefing on 5S
Implementation
and
Monitoring on March 19, 2018 at PSA RSSO I
Conference Room. The topics discussed were
the 5S Techniques and Office Memorandum
2018-30 which is the monitoring of the
implementation of 5S quality workplace
standards. The training was attended by all
the members of the 5S Quality Workplace
Committee of P S A - RSSO I.
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As one family, PSA-RSSO I celebrated its 5th year Anniversary on September 12, 2018. Various activities were conducted during the celebration. Administrative Officer (AO IV) Marivic M. Garcia
served as resource person on the “Briefing about Gender and Development.” Meanwhile, SS II
Joseph E. Estoesta facilitated the Civil Registration and Statistics Quiz. In the afternoon, parlor
games and zumba dance exercises were also participated in by the personnel.

PSA
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PSA-RSSO I makes statistical research easier through the RSIC. This is a one-stop shop of statistical and
civil registration products and services. It provides wide range of services such as statistics inquiry, library
services, access to microdata of census/survey results, and bookshoppe services.

Library Services
The RSIC library has 2012 publications and reference
materials as of December 2018 which are available to
the public. It includes statistical publications in hard
copy and CD-ROM editions on various sectors such as
agriculture, education, environment, gender and
development, labor and employment, multi-sectoral
statistics, population, housing, trade, economy and
governance. Publications of national level agencies
and foreign institutions are also available.

Publications in the library also include data which are
disaggregated by sex, province/municipality. Aside
from statistical publications, general reference
materials on statistics and civil registration are also
available. RSIC also offers inter-library loan with other
government and private libraries.
Bookshoppe Services
RSIC also provides bookshoppe services. The
bookshoppe serves as the marketing arm of PSA for
its various publications. The bookshoppe contains
hundred titles of printed publications and CD-ROM
edition of PSA publications which are for sale at
affordable prices.
Info Giveaways
RSIC also provides info giveaways to clients which
include brochures on civil registration, PSA census and
surveys, Quarterly StatWatch, Special Releases, Press
Releases, and GenderWatch.

Statistics Inquiry
RSIC caters to inquiries on the latest and
historical statistics on various subject areas,
which include data produced by PSA and other
statistical data producing agencies and
institutions in the region. The statistics inquiry
services provide information on what, where and
when statistical data are available and in what
form and how data can be accessed. Special
tabulations of available statistical data by sex,
province, commodity, period and other
disaggregation can also be requested by RSIC
clients.
Clients
may
inquire
statistical
information or data through e-mail, fax or postal
mail.
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Quickstat
Quickstat is published monthly by the Statistical Operations and
Coordination Division (SOCD). It contains the previous month's
estimates of the CPI and inflation rate plus the most recent foreign and
domestic trade figures. It also contains statistics on labor and
employment, manufacturing indices, family income and expenditures,
population statistics, private building construction statistics and retail
prices of selected agricultural commodities. All statistics presented are
the results of various censuses and surveys conducted, and
administrative forms processed by the PSA. In 2018, PSA-RSSO I
published ten Quickstats covering the months of March to December.

2017 Annual Report
The publication highlights the activities and outputs of PSA-RSSO I
under statistical operations, statistical planning and coordination,
statistical frameworks and indicators system, civil registration,
financial, administrative and human resource management,
information dissemination and partnership and linkages. It also
features the awards and recognitions received by PSA-RSSO I.

IlocoStat

IlocoStat is the official newsletter published quarterly by PSA-RSSO I

for the awareness of PSA employees and stakeholders of the
important undertakings and milestones of PSA.
It includes
snapshots of statistical survey results, process improvements and
promotions of civil registration products and services. PSA–RSSO I
released the quarterly issues of IlocoStat in 2018 which included
activities for the 4th quarter 2017, and 1st to 3rd quarterly activities in
2018.
Press Release
There were 15 press releases published in 2018 by PSA-RSSO I to
facilitate dissemination of important statistical undertakings of the PSA
as well as to inform the public on the highlights of censuses and survey
results thru the print media.

Special Release
The Special Release is a publication being prepared by PSA-RSSO I
featuring results of various censuses/surveys and other reports being
generated by the PSA. It provides detailed presentation of census/survey
results through tables and graphs. In 2018, PSA- RSSO I released 36
Special Releases.

Infographics
Infographics is a new trend of sharing graphic visual representations of
information, data or knowledge quickly and clearly. Results of latest
surveys or censuses, SDG indicators and other administrative-based data
produced by PSA were also presented through infographics.
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Gender Watch
The Gender Watch is a compilation of various gender disaggregated data
in Region I and its provinces. It includes updated data on population,
work, economic participation, public life, education, health, and violence
against women. PSA-RSSO I Gender Watch was released in March 2017 in
time for the celebration of National Women’s Month.
Country Side in Figures (CIF)
It is a publication that contains relevant statistics and indicators about
the performance of the province. It serves as a useful tool for interested
planners, investors, and researchers. It is also used in planning, decisionmaking, and policy setting towards effective governance.
2018–2023 Regional Statistical Development Program (RSDP)
The 2018–2023 RSDP is an integral part of the Philippine Statistical
Development Program (PSDP) which serves as a mechanism in
generating statistics needed in policy formulation, development,
planning and decision making by various stakeholders and data users in
the region. It identifies the priority statistical development activities
which will provide local level data that aid in monitoring the region’s
performance towards achieving its vision.
The RSDP contains the strategic planning framework and the major
Statistical Development Programs (SDPs) and activities to be undertaken
by the Regional Statistical System (RSS) in the next six years. These are
presented in six chapters covering RSS-wide concerns and various
sectoral statistics. Each chapter provides the scope and coverage of the
sector, key statistical developments in 2016 to 2017, review of issues and
challenges in the sector and the major strategies programs with
corresponding timeline and responsibility agency. Hence, PSA-RSSO I
acknowledged the valuable support of the RSC members, Technical
Working Group (TWG) members and stakeholders for providing inputs in
carrying out the RSDP of the region.
2018 Women and Men Stat Handbook
PSA RSSO I prepared and disseminated the 2018 Women and Men Stat
Handbook. This presents the latest available gender statistics on the
different priority sectors in the region through tables and charts with
brief analysis. Data for provinces and key cities are also provided
whenever possible.
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PSA-RSSO I and La Union PSO published their
Press Releases through newspapers during CY
2018. Also, RSSO I and its PSOs had ambush
interviews during the year which highlighted the
different statistical surveys and activities of PSA.
La Union PSO also maintained its regular radio
program, “Ti PSA ken Sika,” with DZAG Radyo
Pilipinas. In 2018, PSOs also conducted data
appreciation forum on 2018 Census of Philippine
Business and Industry (CPBI) Phase I–
Comprehensive Updating of the List of
Establishments (ULE) in April. Meanwhile, PSARSSO I conducted its data dissemination forum
on the 2017 National Demographic and Health
Survey (NDHS) on November 6, 2018.
Furthermore, three information dissemination
campaigns were conducted to promote the
products and services provided by PSA. Through
this initiative of the PSA, the public were able to
ask clarifications regarding their civil registry
documents. These activities were conducted on
February 27, March 24, and December 21, 2018.
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PSA RSSO I continued the maintenance of its website rsso01.psa.gov.ph through uploading of the
latest publications released during the year. Meanwhile, the provincial landing pages of PSO Ilocos
Norte, Ilocos Sur, La Union and Pangasinan were also established in September 2018.
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Walk for Gender Equality
PSA– RSSO I personnel joined in the “Walk for Gender Equality” on March 7,
2018 that started from the City Plaza of the City of San Fernando, La Union
and ended at the court of Don Mariano Marcos Memorial State Univesity.
The Funwalk was one of the activities spearheaded by the Regional
Advocates for Gender and Equality (RAGE I) in line with the 2018 Women’s
Month Celebration. It is an annual activity participated by the line agencies
to recognize the Indispensable role of women in nation building. After the
funwalk, the participants danced to the beat during the Zumba session and
attended the opening ceremonies.

Talakayan Tungkol
kay Juana
Director Socrates L. Ramores of PSA-RSSO I served as resource speaker
during the “Talakayan Tungkol kay Juana” which was organized by the
RAGE I. The “talakayan” was held on March 26, 2018 at the Bangko
Sentral ng Pilipinas - La Union Regional Office I (BSP - LURO), City of
San Fernando, La Union in celebration of the Women’s Month. Dir.
Ramores presented an overview of the gender statistics and the key
indicators of the 2017 National Demographic and Health Survey
(NDHS). The event was participated by representatives from various
RLAs and LGUs in the region.
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OIC-RD Atty. Sheila O. De Guzman and SS II Zenaida
Garcillan of PSA serve as resource persons during the
Regional Forum.

OIC - Regional Director (RD), Atty.
Sheila O. De Guzman and Statistical
Specialist (SS II) Zenaida L. Garcillan
of PSA RSSO I served as resource
persons during the regional forum
organized by the NEDA on November
20, 2018 at BSP - LURO, City of San
Fernando, La Union in line with the
Economic and Financial Literacy Week
2018 celebration with the theme
“National Identification for Greater
Economic and Financial Inclusion.”
Atty. De Guzman discussed the salient
features of Republic Act No. 11055
also known as an “Act Establishing
the Philippine Identification System
(PhilSys).”
She mentioned that the Act aims to
serve as a foundational identification
system to provide a valid proof of
identity for all citizens and resident
aliens as a means of simplifying
public and private transactions and a
social and economic platform which
shall serve as the link in the
promotion of seamless service
delivery, enhancing administrative

governance, reducing corruption,
strengthening financial inclusion,
and promoting ease of doing
business.”
Atty. De Guzman informed the
audience that the PhilSys shall be
managed,
maintained,
and
administered by the PSA with
technical assistance from the
Department of Information and
Communications
Technology
(DICT). However, she said that
PhilSys
is
not
yet
being
implemented in the region as
there will be selected pilot areas
and
sectors
for
its
initial
implementation. The queries from
the audience which include the
demographic data and biometric
information required for the
PhilSys were answered by Atty. De
Guzman.

Meanwhile,
SS
II
Garcillan
discussed
the
economic
performance of Region I in 2017
which recorded a growth of 5.8
percent.
She talked on the

importance
of
the
National
Identification System in the economy
as basic requirement in transacting
business both in private and
government offices. In addition, she
also discussed the role of financial
literacy in the growth of the region’s
economy, particularly on Financial
Intermediation. She answered queries
from the audience which include data
on inflation rate.
Other resource persons in the forum
were Deputy Director, Atty. Olivia B.
Mallari and Ms. Ma. Lourdes D.
Manaois of BSP Dagupan who
discussed about financial literacy and
how the PhilSys can help in the BSP’s
advocacy on financial inclusion.
The two-hour program was hosted by
Ms. Mila Abuan of DZNL and Ms.
Joanne Namnama P. Dilim of the
Philippine Information Agency (PIA). It
was aired live through the Facebook
account of PIA and local radio stations
in La Union.
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SS II Zenaida Garcillan joins PGLU delegates to
Agri-Tourism Excursion in South Korea.

Rural Development Administration
(RDA) of South Korea at Wansan-gu,
Jeonju City. Jeonju City, with the
presence of the cultural heritage of
South Korea such as Hanok Village,
is envisioned to be the heart of Asian
culture.

The Provincial Government of La Union

(PGLU) rewarded the champion team in
the Search for Best Trailblazer Project
Program with an Agri-Tourism Excursion
in South Korea on October 27 to
November 2, 2018 in line with its
Bridging the Gap Program which aimed
to converge the different regional and
provincial line agencies towards the
vision of the province to be the Heart of
Agri-Tourism in Northern Luzon by
2020.
SS II Zenaida L. Garcillan of PSA-RSSO 1

joined her teammates from the
Philippine Drug Enforcement Agency
(PDEA), Bureau of Fisheries and Aquatic
Resources (BFAR), Department of Trade
and Industry (DTI), and Caba District
Hospital who captured the Best
Trailblazer Program through their
“Tourist AdvenTour Map” implemented
in the Central Tourism Circuit of La
Union that includes San Fernando City,
San Juan, Bacnotan, and San Gabriel.
The PGLU delegation to the AgriTourism Excursion visited Jeonju City
and met Mayor Kim Seung-Su who
provided inputs on the tourism
development projects of
the city and their major
innovations
on
agriculture. In addition,
the group also visited the

Moreover, Director Kim Tae Sung of
Suncheon City introduced the
transformation of Suncheon Bay
Wetland as one of the most popular
and largest wetland in the world that
serves as sanctuary of over thousand
bird species and other forms of
animals. Their government also took
initiatives
in
developing
the
Suncheon Bay Garden.
Excursion
The
Agri-Tourism
benchmarked on the best practices
on Tourism and Environmental
Development Sustainability of the
International Council for Local
Environmental
Initiative
(ICLEI)
member cities – Jeonju and
Suncheon. These practices will serve
as vital inputs for development
programs that will pave way in the
realization of La Union’s vision of
becoming the Heart of Agri-tourism
in Northern Luzon by 2020.

Ms. Teresa B. Olarte, OIC - SOCD, and Ms. Zenaida Garcillan
of PSA RSSO 1 joined the technical panelists during the
Regional Budget Review and Consultation Conference
(RBRCC) held on March 14 to 16, 2018 at the Department of
Budget and Management (DBM) Conference Room, City of San Fernando, La Union . PSA was invited to the RCBCC to
look into the budget for statistical activities of the RLAs and State Universities and Colleges (SUCs) particularly those that
are included in the designated statistics and RSDP.
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SS II Zenaida L. Garcillan serves as judge during
the Regional Festival of Talents conducted by
Commission on Population (POPCOM) and the
Department of Education (DepEd) on December
6, 2018 at Oasis Country Resort, City of San
Fernando, La Union.

SS II Divino Amor P. Rivera serves as one of
the Board of Judges during the Regional
Festival of Talents Population Quiz on January
25, 2018 at Diego Silang Hall, Provincial
Capitol, City San Fernando, la Union.

PSA - RSSO I conducts a Kapuso
Outreach Program on February 27,
2018 at Brgy. San Vicente, City of San
Fernando, La Union. Part of the
activity was the ceremonial feeding
of 28 daycare students, parent/
guardians and Barangay Officials.
Assorted school supplies, slippers
and toys donated by the PSA - RSSO
I staff were also distributed to the
pupils of San Vicente Day Care
Center.
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Another Kapuso Outreach Program was
conducted by PSA RSSO I staff on May 25, 2018
to students of Villamar Childcare Center Ministry
of Brgy. Villamar, Caoayan, Ilocos Sur through
ceremonial feeding of more than a hundred
children.

PSA - RSSO I also conducts an outreach
program on July 31, 2018 at Almeida
Elementary School, Almeida, Balaoan, La
Union. Kindergarten and Grade 1 pupils were
the recipients of the ceremonial feeding and
gift giving activity. RSSO I staff happily
distributed “Arrocaldo” and juice to the
childern. They also prepared games for the
children with cash gifts and candies as prizes
and gave them school supplies.

PSA RSSO I staff in partnership with Batch 2007 Alumni Association of Don Eulogio De
Guzman Memorial National High School (DEGMNHS) conducts the Project Helping
Hand at Brgy. Pugo, Bauang, La Union on December 21, 2018. During the event,
selected senior citizens were given grocery items while the daycare pupils were given
school supplies. Parlor games prepared were participated by the children. Cash gifts
were given as prizes. Before the end of the activity, packed lunch were distributed.
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PSA - RSSO I personnel participated into two wellness
activities for the 1st Quarter of 2018. The first activity
was a four-kilometer fun run dubbed as “Takbo Para
sa Kalikasan” on February 16, 2018 organized by

Lupon ng mga Indibidwal na Nangangalaga sa
Kalikasan (LINK) in partnership with the City

Government of San Fernando, La Union. This activity
was conducted to engage the youth in environmental
action and promotion of a healthy and active lifestyle.
The second activity was a six-kilometer Eco-Trail
Adventure Race sponsored by the Rotary Club of City
San
Fernando North on March 3, 2018 to coincide with the founding
anniversary of La Union.
As part of the 69th International Humanitarian Law celebration, the PSA
- RSSO I staff joined the Run for Humanity on August 25, 2018 at the
City Hall Grounds, City of San Fernando, La Union. The event was
sponsored by Philippine Red Cross La Union Chapter with the theme

“Pagprotekta sa Mamamayan sa Panahon ng Digmaan, Sama sama sa
Pagtutulungan”.

PSA RSSO I and La Union PSO
staff joined annual Independence
Day
Celebration
on
June
12, 2018 at the City Hall Grounds,
City of San Fernando, La Union
with the theme “Pagbabagong

Ipinaglaban, Alay Sa Masaganang
Kinabukasan”

Among the highlights of the
event were 21 gun salute by the
La Union Provincial Police Office
in honor of the fallen heroes, reenactment of the Philippine History performed by Dulaang Elyu and a wreath-laying ceremony headed by
the government officials of La Union at the monument of Dr. Jose P. Rizal in commemoration of his sacrifices
and martyrdom.
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The Civil Service Commission (CSC) led by Director Violeta N.
Mendoza, concurrent OIC Director III of CSC marked the
118th Philippine Civil Service Anniversary with a series of
activities that started with a Thanksgiving Mass as the opening
salvo of the celebration featuring this year’s theme “Lingkod

Bayani: Maka-Diyos, Makatao, Makabayan”.

Rev. Fr. Jojo D. Quesada, mass preside, encouraged all civil
servants to be truthful and efficient as they perform their
duties and responsibilities worthy to be called Lingkod Bayani:

Maka-Diyos, Makatao, Makabayan.

Another activity joined by PSA - RSSO I staff was the Pasko sa
Aniversaryo ng Serbisyo Sibil ng Pilipinas conducted by the CSC
- La Union Field Office (LUFO) on September 18, 2018 at Lettac
Norte Elementary School, Santol, La Union. AO IV Marivic M.
Garcia, AO IV Yvonne C. Abenoja, AO III Joel F. Natura and AA
VI Nancy Paula R. Ordoña attended the said activity.

PSA RSSO I and La Union PSO together with other line agencies and private institutions actively participated in the
People’s Grand Parade on March 16, 2018 in celebration of the 20 th Founding Anniversary of the City of San
Fernando, La Union with the theme “People’s City @ 20: The Grand Reunion.” All participating groups brought
their own recycled light emitting torch, giving color and life through the darkness of the night while dancing with
the marching song of San Fernando City entitled “Sabay-Sabay, Pantay Pantay”.
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SOCRATES L. RAMORES
Regional Director
January - June 2018

ATTY. SHEILA O. DE GUZMAN

(Chief Administrative Officer)
OIC - CRASD | January - June 2018
OIC - Regional Director | July - December 2018

EULA GRACE T. RAMOS

(Administrative Assistant I)
Secretary of the Regional Director

NIÑO E. TUAZON

(Supervising Statistical Specialist)
OIC - SOCD | July - December 2018

ENGR. ARTURO S. DE SOLA

(Senior Statistical Specialist)
OIC - CRASD | July - December 2018

TERESA B. OLARTE

(Senior Statistical Specialist)
OIC - SOCD | January - June 2018

Household - and Industry-Based Statistics Section
ENGR. ARTURO S. DE SOLA

(Senior Statistical Specialist)
Section Head | January - June 2018

ENGR. DIVINO AMOR P. RIVERA, PhD.
(Statistical Specialist II)
Section Head | July– December 2018

MAURA B.FLORAGUE
Statistical Analyst

JOHN MICHAEL S. SARABIA

Assistant Statistician

Statistical Coordination and Indicators Framework Section

ZENAIDA L. GARCILLAN
(Statistical Specialist II)
Section Head

JOSEPH M. SEVERO

Information Systems Analyst I

HANNAH JOSHUA C. MARTINEZ
Information Officer I

Agriculture Statistics Section

TERESA B. OLARTE

(Senior Statistical Specialist)
Section Head

DEBORAH A. INACAY
Statistical Specialist II

Job Orders / Service Contractors

EUGENE M. PARROCHA
Driver

FROILAN K. PINTOR
Utility Worker

KATHLYN JOY A. GANGEY
Service Contractor

ROWELL RHYS CADIENTE
Service Contractor

JOAN P. NICOLAS
Statistical Assistant

Finance and Administrative Section

YVONNE C. ABENOJA
(Administrative Office IV)
Section Head

MARIVIC M. GARCIA
Administrative Office IV
Human Resource Officer

JOEL F. NATURA

Administrative Office III
Supply and Records Officer
Acting Cashier | September - December 2018

MARICEL G. NABONG

Administrative Officer III
Vault Administrator | January - August 2018
Acting Accountant III | September - December 2018

NANCY PAULA R. ORDOÑA
Administrative Aide VI
Receipt and Control Clerk

ARVIN JAY D. CASUGA

Administrative Aide VI
Regional Document Controller

Civil Registration and Vital Statistics Section

JOSEPH E. ESTOESTA
Statistical Specialist II
CRS Outlet Supervisor
Section Head

MA. ASUNCION E. TUAZON
Assistant Statistician
SOIS Clerk

Job Orders / Service Contractors

ALBERTO A. QUEZADA JR.
Driver

CHRISTINE JOY G. FLORES
Accountant I

EDEL LOUI N. DAYAO
Driver

ANNALIE T. CAROLINO
Service Contractor
JOANNE A. ABONITALLA
Bookkeeper

ALEJANDRO G. RAPACON JR.

(Chief Statistical Specialist)
Provincial Statistics Officer of Ilocos Norte
Jomel III Corporate Building Brgy. 14, P. Acosta Cor. D. Samonte Sts., Laoag City
Telephone No. (077)600-0372
Email Address: psailocosnorte@gmail.com

REYNOR R. FERNANDO

(Chief Statistical Specialist)
Provincial Statistics Officer of Ilocos Sur
3rd Floor Singson Building, Del Pilar corner Mabini Streets, Vigan City, Iloco Sur
Telephone No: (077) 632-0905 / 674-1151
Email-Address: psailocossur@yahoo.com

DANITES E. TEÑIDO, PhD.

(Statistical Specialist II)
OIC—Provincial Statistics Officer of La Union
The Fifth Building, Gov. Ancheta Street, Barangay IV, City of San Fernando, La Union
TeleFax No: (072) 888-5740
E-mail Address: psa.launion@yahoo.com

EDGAR M. NORBERTE

(Chief Statistical Specialist)
Provincial Statistics Officer of Pangasinan
2nd Floor Manuel S. Lim Bldg. Nalsian Road, cor. De Venecia St. Calasiao, Pangasinan
Telephone No. (075) 517-4438, 632-5833 / (075) 517-4438 / (075) 633-8075
Email Address: psa_pang@yahoo.com

Social Responsibility at San Vicente Day Care Center, City of San Fernando, La Union on February 27, 2018

Social Responsibility at Villamar Caoayan, Ilocos Sur on May 25, 2018
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Social Responsibility at Almeida Elementary School, Balaoan, La Union on July 31, 2018

Information Dissemination Activities
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2018 National Simultaneous Quarterly Earthquake Drill
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Arbor Day Tree Planting at Botanical Garden, City of San Fernando, La Union on June 25, 2018

Coastal Clean Up at Villamar, Cayaoan, Ilocos Sur on May 26, 2018
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International Coastal Clean Up at Canaoay, City San Fernando, La Union on September 21, 2018

City of San Fernando, La Union Lights Parade on March 15, 2018
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Zumba Dance Exercise
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Women’s Month Funwalk and Zumba Exercise

Fun Run Activities
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Mid - Year Assessment, Group Learning Session and General Assembly
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CRASD and SOCD Division Planning Workshop December 27-28, 2019
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2019 Regional Planning Workshop and General Assembly December 13-15, 2019
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ATTY. SHEILA O. DE GUZMAN
Officer-in-Charge, RSSO I
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ENGR. ARTURO S. DE SOLA
Officer-in-Charge, CRASD
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